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Abslrnc-We consider the equallzation of a (Nt,N,) MIMO, coded, independent streams of data symbols at each transmit 
L + 1-tap fading channel. We first evaluate the performance 
of a full complerity, vector MAP equalizer which ntns the for- 
wardmsckwsrd algorithm on a trellis which has MNtxL statu 

tionis used. T h i a ~ A P ~ q u ~ ~ ~ r a e h ~ e v e ~  theN, x(~+l) diversity 
benefitwhilerealizing N, x log,(M) bitn/ne& Wethenpropose 

antenna(als0 called direcf transmission). In this scheme, the 
transmission rate is Nt x log,(M) b i t d s e a z  and the expected 

we transmit identical information at each transmit antenna. 
A sequence transmitted at one transmit antenna iS Simply an 

with MN' from each stBte when an M-.,.,. constell.- diversity order is NV x ( L  + 1). For the SNR gain a ~ ~ r o a c h ,  

a novel iterative per-sntenna MAPeAMAP) approach which can mndnm-interleaved version nfthe nthers transmittedat different 

exchange extrinsic information during iterations. Simulation re- 
sults indicate that the proposed receiver closely achieves the per- 
formance of the full complexity MAP within 2 to 3 iterations. The 
proposed scheme saves a significant amount of complerity in un- 
coded systems with a large number of transmit antennas and a 
high modulation order. I n  coded systems, the PAMAP scheme be- 
comes more beneficial when iterative equalization and decoding is 
used. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless signals experience time-varying frequency selective 
fading due to the combined effect of multipath propagations, 
mobility of transceivers and changing environments. Realu- 
ing the maximum diversity benefit, which may be anilable 
in space, frequency or time domain, is critical in designing 
robust transceivers for these-harsh conditions. Spatial diver- 
sity at the receiver, frequency and time diversity have all been 
widely studied [I]. Recently, transmit diversity has received 
widespread attention sparked by the.capacity calculations [2], 
[3] which promise a linear increase in capacity with the number 
of transmit antennas in a rich scattering channel environment. 

The transmit diversity can be used to achieve a gain either in 
capacity or in SNR For example, the BLAST architecture [4] 
uses the transmit diversity to obtain increased capacity and the 
space-time codes [SI mainly use it for getting an SNR gain. 
In this paper, we address both directions with a general as- 
sumption of time-varying frequency selective fading channels, 
which is modelled with Nt-transmif N,-receive antennas and 
L + 1 time-varying taps for each of the sub-channels. We thus 
have an additional diversity factor of L + 1 which may be re- 
alized with employment of a good equalizer. For the capac- 
ity gain approach, we first consider the transmission of un- 
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exchanged for one another. It shall be noted, however, that each 
of the two transmission schemes must be accompanied with an 
enabling equalizer at the receiver which indeed materializes all 
the potential benefits. 

Frequency-selective channels introduce inter-symbol inter- 
ference(IS1) into the transmit signals which may also be viewed 
as additional diversity available in the frequency domain. In or- 
der to exploit this benefit, the use of a good equalizer is essen- 
tial', The optimal equalizer, the maximum aposteriori prob- 
ability(MAP) [6] rule, is extremely complex and a number of 
low-complexity equalizers for MIMO IS1 channels have been 
proposed. Choi and Cioffi 171 used space-time block codes 
to obtain diversity after canceling IS1 using a linear equalizer. 
Choi, Cheong and Cioffi proposed a low-complexity iterative 
soft-interference canceller [SI to counter IS1 in this scenario. 
Tehrani et a/ [9] formulated a recursive least-squares(RLS) so- 
lution for the decision feedback equalizer(DFE). Bjerke and 
Proakis [IO] gave theoretical analysis of MLSE and suboptimal 
detectors(1inear and decision feedback detectors) in a MIMO 
fading IS1 channel. 

We propose a low-complexity iterative equalizer which em- 
ploys the MAP criterion as the underlying detection principle. 
Besides good performance, motivation for choosing the MAP 
rule is at least twofold (1) the turbo-like message passing can 
be implementednaturallywiththeMAF', which works well with 
the low complexity equalization scheme proposed in this paper; 
(2) it can be easily extended to allow for iterrtive demodulation 
and decoding schemes2. 

The main contributions of the paper are as follows. We pro- 
pose a novel probabilistic detection framework consisting of a % 

'Then other modulation technalogicr such as CDMA or OFDM which 
do not need an explicit equalition. However, they BTS not within the scope of 
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“signal separator“ and a bank of “per-antenna’’ MAP(PAMAP) 
equalizers. The signal separator singles out the contribution 
of a particular transmit-receive antenna pair at a given time 
instant. The PAMAPs, working on the output of the signal- 
separator, make a sequence-based soft decision on the transmit 
symbols. The two signal processing blocks exchange extrinsic 
information in a n u b l i k e  fashion as iterations pmceed. We 
then show the following simulation results. First, the full com- 
plexityvector-MAPachieves thediversityorderofN, x ( L + l )  
at the rate of Nt x log,(M) bitdsedtlz. Second, the sub- 
optimal PAMAP approach achieves the full diversity order, in- 
dicating only a few dF4 SNR difference from the performance of 
the full MAP. Third, for random interleaved sequence transmis- 
sion scheme at a rate log,(M) biWsedHz the PAMAP again 
achieves the full diversity order of Nt x N, x ( L  + 1). For 
this transmission scheme, it should be noted, the full MAP is 
unavailable due to the use of the random interleaver. The pro- 
posed technique is able to exploit all the diversity available in 
both the spatial and fresuency domains with a much reduced 
complexity. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II de- 
scribes the system model. Section 111 describes the proposed 
solution. Simulation results are presented in section IV. We 
conclude with some remarks in section V. 

11. SYSTEM MODEL 

.;& ... 

I t- 
P 

Fig. 1. MIMC-IS1 channel d e l .  

We consider the transmission of data through a time-varying, 
hrquency-selective fading channel using N t  transmit antennas, 
in blocks of size N .  These N x Nt symbols may either be raw 
data or coded symbols. The channel is modeled as a symbol- 
spaced L + 1 tap Rayleigh fading channel. Let N, be the num- 
ber of receive an tennas(Fip  1). The received signal on an- 
tenna i at lime instant k is given by the super-position ofthe sig- 
nals transmitted on each transmit antenna and the inter-symbol 
interference experienced by these symbols: 

Thus, there are M(L+’)N* possible values of yt. It would be 
convenient to collect all the transmit and receive signals into 
column vectors: 

Also, define the N, x Nt mabix of “clean” signals as below: 

Further, ( I )  may be re-writlen as: 

y: +n: 

rk  := 

= f : + f ; + . . . + j f + n k  (2) 

The fade coefficient fpi. representing the I-th tap between 
transmit antenna j and receive antenna i at time instant k, is a 
sample of a Rayleigh fading process. All the laps on all anten- 
nas are assumed to be fading independent of one another. The 
auto-correlation of all fading processes is assumed to be iden- 
tical and depends only on the normalized Doppler rate. The 
powerdelay profile is normalized: 

L 
1 W , j  (3) 

i = 1 ,..., N, a n d j  = 1 ,... ,Nt 

where E[z] denotes the expectation of 2. 
The transmit symbols 2: belong to an M-ary constellation. 

Let E, be the energy of each l m ” i t  symbol. The noise sam- 
ples n; are zero mean, complex Gaussian random variables 
with variance No/Z in each dimension. Signal-to-noise ra- 
tio(SNR) is defined in terms of the average SNR per bit. That 
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is, SNR = t / N ,  Czl SNQ. For the uncoded system, the 
overall rate is Nt x log,(M) bit.Js/Hz and the S v  is given 
by NtE,/No. In the sequel we also assume that all the fades 
areknown(perfectCSI). In practice, the fast fading channel tap 
may be estimated by employing, for example, snapshot chan- 
nel estimation using pilot symhols and interpolation 1131. 

111. ITERATWE PER-ANTENNA MAP EQUALIZER 
In this section we first describe the full complexity, vector 

MAP equalizer, which is a straightforward extension ofthe well 
known sequence-based MAP symbol estimation criterion [6] ,  
1141 to the MIMO IS1 channel. Next, we describe the proposed 
low complexity iterative equalizer. Lastly, we make a complex- 
ity comparison. 

A. Yector MAP Equalizer 
The MAP equalizer makes a sequence-based decision on the 

transmit symbols using the maximum oposferiori criterion [6].  
For OUT MlMO setting, this can be written as 

f k  = arg may Pr ( x k l r j , j  = 1,2 , .  . . , N }  (4) xenNl 

where R denotes the M-ary signal constellation set. The prob- 
abilities involved in the maximization above are the soft infor- 
mation generated by the equalizer. Since the IS1 channel is 
equivalent to a Markov process, the MAP rule may be described 
in terms of operations on a trellis. Each trellis transition, origi- 
natingfromastateS.-l andtenninatinginastates,, ismarked 
with an input(or transmit) vector x' and an output(or "clean") 
vector y' .  The state at any time k is defined completely by the 
Nt x L past signals. Let xz := {(Z~-I,~&-Z ,... ,a-') : 
zj E n). Thus, the possible states belong to the set XI". 
which has a cardinality ML". The output vectors may sim- 
ilarly be identified using the elements of the set ,yF where 

Thus, ( 5 )  may be rewritten as: 

P r { x k l r j , j = l , 2  ,..., N}= 

The quantities ar(m) and bk(m) satisfy the following recur- 
sions [!SI, [I41 

The probability y(x',rk, m', m) may be written as a product 
of three terms: 

y(x',rk,m',m) = p(rr lxr  =x",Sk =m,S1-1 =m') 

(12) 
xq(xr = x'14 = m,Sk-1 = m') 
x r ( &  = mlSk-1 = m') 

where p(.l.) is the transition probability of the MlMO channel, 
q(xk = x'l& = m, S k - 1  = m') is a zero or a one depending 
on whether the transition from state m' to state m is marked 
with x k  ornot and n(S& = mlS&-l = m') is the aprioriprob- 
ability of this transition. The upriori probability is useful in a 
coded system where this information is obtained f" the chan- 
nel decoder. In the uncodedcase, this probability is the same for 
all transitions and may be thought of as a normalition term. 

There are a total of M" x L  states with MN* transitions from 
each state. Thus, the complexity of this algorithm is of the 
order of (M(L+l )NI) .  This excludes the complexity involved 
in computing the transition probabilitiesp(rtJxk = x', Si = 
m, SI-1 = m') t?om the receivedvectors rk. 

xu := {(~k,zk_~.zt-~,.. . , z k - ~ )  : zj E n}. f i e  proba- 
bility term in (4) is, thus, the sum ofprobabilities of making all 
the transitions that have x as the input vector at time epoch k: 

P r { x t l r j , j  = 1,2, .  . . , N )  

E. Proposed equalizer 

,...__...___..__............... 

' . .  = Pr(x' = x t , ~ k  = mlrj,j = 1,2, .  . . , N )  
mcxr' 

1 
Pr(rj,j = 1,2, .  . . , N) 

P r { x ' = ~ k , S k - ~  =",SI = m , r j , j = l , 2  ,..., N} 

MAP 2 
x c  c sieulsepnrnmr - - 

mlcxrl mcxr' . . 
N. . . 
t 

= K C C P r ( r j . j  = k + I, ... , N I S ~  = m) MAP N, 
ma m 

x P@k-1 = m'lrj,j = 1 , .  . . , k) . . .~ Pa?ij ) ; j - l  2,... M Nr 
i -1 .2  ,.... N ,  x P r ( x ' = x r , S I  =m,rtl~k-1 =m') (5) 

The factor K is just a constant normalization factor and the last 
decomposition follows from the Bayes rule and the Markovian 

fwctians: 

Fig. 2. The "per-snmns" MAP Equslim. 

property. Next, as in 1151 we define the following probability ne high complexity MM equalizer results from 
the fact that it searches the full state space yi = y'.' + y'.' + 

ak(m) = 

Bdm) = 

y(x*,rk,m', m) = 

Pr(& = m(rj, j = 1,2,. . . ,k) 
Pr(rj.j=k+I. .... NIS,=m 

P.(ti.j=t+l ..... N(.i,i=l.--).*r 

(6) . . . + ~ ' . ~ , , i  = 1,2,. . . , N,. Each of the y',' is the output 
of the channel which has L memory elements. In this sec- 

(') tion, we develop a novel receiver saucture that probabilisti- 
Pr(xk = x ' , S k  = m,r&ISk-l = "18) cally singles out the contribution of a single transmit antenna, 
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say @, i = 1 , 2 , .  . . , N,, from the received signal r k  and 
then performs an MAP search on the reduced state space of 
f? = lYld yl.i _ _ .  uN. . i ]T ,  .. . - .  

The proposed equalizer consists of two parts - the signal 
separator and the per-antenna MAP bank. The signal sepa- 
rator generates the probabilities of the "clean signal" vectors 
f;, i = 1,2,  . . . , Nc from the received signal r k  as follows: 

Pr(fi = 91,~:  = f2,. . . ,jf = ? N ~ r k )  = 

N. 

The term in the numerator is the transition probability of a 
MIMO channel. The term in the denominator is a constant and 
may be treated as a normalizing factor. Each of the terms in the 
product denotes the npriori probabilities. During the first iter- 
ation, all the symbols are assumed to be equally likely. During 
the later iterations, the extrinsic information obtained from the 
PAMAPs is treated as npriori information by the signal separa- 
tor. Specifically, during the q-th iteration: 

Pr(ff = j q  = PiGl)(fi,i) (14) 

During the q-th iteration, the signal separator passes extrinsic 
information about the ?: to the PAMAPs: 

P&!)(yf,i) = ~ r . , ( f f  = 7;) = 

pr(?: = fljfi =?Zr.. . >?; =$",Irk)} (15) 
where each f ,  E xp, 

The per-antenna MAPspAMAPs) treat the extrinsic infor- 
mation generated by the signal separator as outputs of a chan- 
nel(marked with solid lines in Fig. 2). The processing is iden- 
tical to what has been described in the previous section. Each 
of these MAP filters now work on a trellis of only M states 
and there are only M transitions from each state. The trellises 

Further, the terms m and m' now take on values in the set x.. 
The forward and the backward recursions for the PAMAPs are 
also straight-forward to write. In addition to the uposteriori 
probabilities of the transmit signals, these filters also compute 
the probability updates for the clean signals: 

PfiLp(~,i)  =PI& = f;) = 

(17) 
ak-l(m')r(x',:f, m',m)iok(m) 

p(d(- i  i) 
SS Y k ,  

c c  
m.m,:F;=fi 

The extrinsic information thus generated by the PAMAPs is 
passed hack to the signal separator(dashed lines in Fig. 2), 
which treats this information as upriori for the next iteration. 

C. Complexiry Compnrison 
The MAP equalizer has a complexity of the order of 

(M(L+')Nc) .  The computation of probabilities from the re- 
ceived signal in (12) and the signal separator in (15) are of 
the order of M N * y ( L + l )  and M N p " ( L + l )  respectively. The Nt 
MAP filtersintheproposedschemerequireanorderofM(L+l) 
computation. Hence, the overall saving in complexity is given 
by: 

where 01 and p are constants independent of M, N t ,  N,  and 
L; and N; is the number of iterations used in the proposed 
scheme. Since the MAP is much more complex than computing 
the cross-over probabilities of the MIMO channel, the constant 
a is much larger than 8. Thus, the approximate saving in com- 
plexity is about M ( L f l ) ( N ' - ' ) / ( N ; N c ) .  

Thus, we see that the proposed scheme will give larger sav- 
ings in complexity when the number oftransmit antennas, chan- 
nel order and modulation order are large. Further, the pro- 
posed scheme has an inherently parallelizable structure, making 
it more suitable for hardware implementation. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

are now marked with symbols transmined from a an- 
tenna, x., and the received vector f". n u s ,  during the q-th 
iteration, the j-th PAMAP computes the probabilities: 

' 

P r ( 4  =.'E O ] P $ ( $ , i ) , t =  1, ..., N ; i  = 1, . . . ,  M"~)Alltheal~orithmsareimplementedinthelon-domain. 

We consider a system with 2 transmit antennas and 1 or 2 re- 
ceive antennas. The channel is a 3-tap Rayleigh fading channel 
with a Power delay Profile [$, 5, f1. The modulation is BPSK. 
The frames consist of 1024 transmissions out of each antenna. 

4 ~~ I 

Once again, the kernel term for the j-th PAMAP may he com- 
puted easily: 

r)  {z', e, m', m) 
= 
= p(c1z; = z*, S* = m, SI-1 = m') 

x q(4 = z'lSk = m,Sk-l = m') 
xn(Sk = mlSk-1 = m') 

P r ( 4  = x',& = m,c[S8-l = m') 

(1-5) 

where, with a slight abuse of notation, we may write: 

p(< l z i  = z a , s k  = m,Sk-1 = m') = ~ $ ( $ , j )  

' 
Fig. 3 shows the performance of the MAP-equalizer and the 

proposed "per-antenna" MAP equalizer when the normalized 
Doppler is 0.01. Independent data is transmitted over the two 
transmit antennas,.giving an overall rate of 2 bits/sec/Hz. After 
3 iterations, the proposed equalizer is about 3.5dB away from 
the MAP equalizer when 1 receive antenna is used and about 
1.75dB away when 2 receive antennas are used. 

The proposed scheme must also be compared for two other 
parameters other than the uncoded error rates. These are the 
optimality of the soft-outputs generated and the diversity order 
achieved. The optimality ofthe soft-outputs may be determined 
by employing the equalization scheme in a coded system. Our 
simulation results with an LDPC code [ I  I ]  and the proposed 
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Fig. 3. Uncoded Bit E m r  Rats Pcrfomanss, normalized Doppler = 0.01 

equalizer(resu1ts not included here due to space limitation) in- 
dicate that the proposed scheme can perform within 0.5dB of 
the performance obtained using the MAP equalizer. 

We compare the diversity order achieved by the proposed 
scheme with matched-filter bounds in Fig. 4. The bounds 
have been computed for an equivalent order of receive diversity 
[16]. When one receive antenna is used, the proposed scheme 
achieves a diversity order of three. When two receive anten- 
nas are used, the achieved diversity order is six. In order to 
trade rate for diversity, we transmit the data on one transmit an- 
tenna and a randomly interleaved version of the same data on 
the other transmit antenna. The overall rate is now 1 b/sMz us- 
ing BPSK. The achievable diversity orders now become 6 and 
12 respectively for I and 2 receive antennas(Fig. 5).  Thus, the 
proposed scheme utilizes all the available spatial and frequency 
diversity. 

Fig. 6-8 show the frame error rates for the various cases de- 
scribed above. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We have proposed an iterative MAP equalizer for use in 
MlMO fading IS1 channels. The complexity of the proposed 
scheme increases only linearly with the number of transmit an- 
tennas. However, since the underlying rule is still a MAP rule, 
the complexity of the proposed scheme increases exponentially 
with the channel order and modulation order. The proposed 
idea is quite general and has a highly parallelizable structure. 
Simulation results have shown performance close to the optimal 
MAP equalizer within a few iterations. The proposed scheme 
also achieves all the spatial and frequency diversity available. 

We have shown that the transmit diversity order can be read- 
ily traded with the capacity increase. With the direct hansmis- 
sLon scheme, we achieve the rate Nt x log,(M) while achieving 

fie the diversity order N, x ( L  + 1). With the random interleav- 
ine. transmission scheme, we achieve the rate 1onAM) while 

Fig. 4. Cmnparison with thc Matched Film Bound. Normalired Doppler is 
0.001. fiS ‘I- ofthe suTvcI $hmv ulat fie proposed sheme achicvcs 
sp” and frcqusnoy diverpity. . 

achieving the maximum diversity N t  x N ,  x (L + 1). It should 
be noted that for the latter, only the proposed PAMAP equalizer 
is employable; the full complexity vector MAP is not realizable 
due to the use of the random interleaver. 

The idea of separating equalizers on a per-antenna basis is 
a general one. Applying this idea to equalizers other than the 
MAP equalizer(e.g., DFE. Soft-canceller etc) is a topic for our 
future research. 
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